The Host Factor Polyhedrin Promoter Binding Protein (PPBP) Is Involved in Transcription from the Baculovirus Polyhedrin Gene Promoter
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The baculovirus expression vector system is very commonly used for foreign gene expression (20, 32). Its attraction lies in the high yields of foreign gene products and the eukaryotic environment for posttranslational modification provided by the insect host cell (29). Unfortunately, not much is known about factors regulating transcription from the very late polyhedrin (polh) and p10 gene promoters most commonly employed in this insect cell expression system.

Fine mapping of the Autographa californica nuclear polyhedrosis virus (AcNPV) polh gene promoter has been extensively done (39, 44, 46). Transcription from the polh promoter, which lacks a well-defined TATA or CAAT box, cannot proceed in trans-acting viral factor(s). We previously reported that a 30-kDa host factor, polyhedrin promoter binding protein (PPBP), binds with unusual affinity, specificity, and stability to the transcriptionally important motif AATAAA TATAATT within the polyhedrin (polh) initiator promoter and also displays coding strand-specific single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)-binding activity (S. Burma, B. Mukherjee, A. Jain, S. Habib, and S. E. Hasnain, J. Biol. Chem. 269:2750–2757, 1994; B. Mukherjee, S. Burma, and S. E. Hasnain, J. Biol. Chem. 270:4405–4411, 1995). We now present evidence which indicates that an additional factor(s) is involved in stabilizing PPBP-duplex promoter and PPBP-ssDNA interactions. TBP (TATA box binding protein) present in Spodoptera frugiperda (Sf9) cells is characteristically distinct from PPBP and does not interact directly with the polh promoter. Replacement of PPBP cognate sequences within the polh promoter with random nucleotides abolished PPBP binding in vitro and also failed to express the luciferase reporter gene in vivo. Phosphocellulose fractions of total nuclear extract from virus-infected cells which support in vitro transcription from the polh promoter contain PPBP activity. When PPBP was sequestered by the presence of oligonucleotides containing PPBP cognate sequence motifs, in vitro transcription of a C-free reporter cassette was affected but was restored by the exogenous addition of nuclear extract containing PPBP. When PPBP was mopped out in vivo by a plasmid carrying PPBP cognate sequence present in trans, polh promoter-driven expression of the luciferase reporter was abolished, demonstrating that binding of PPBP to the polh promoter is essential for transcription.
duplex promoter DNA binding and single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding restricted to the coding strand of the promoter (37). It is plausible that PPBP, after promoter recognition (double-stranded [dsDNA]-binding activity) and DNA melting, facilitates the availability of the template (via its ssDNA-binding activity) for transcription; this not only suggests the importance of PPBP in polh transcription but also provides an attractive model to explain repeated rounds of transcription. This indirect evidence correlating a host factor with transcription from the polh promoter represents an enigma, given the definitive role of a virus-specific trans-acting factor(s) in this process. We now address the critical question of the involvement of PPBP per se in transcription from the polh promoter and provide experimental evidence which, while categorizing the host factor as a transcription factor, unequivocally documents the involvement of this initiator-binding protein in transcription from the polh promoter.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Gel mobility shift assays. Spodoptera frugiperda cells were maintained in TNEFH medium in the presence of 10% fetal calf serum (40). Crude nuclear protein extracts were prepared as described earlier (14). Complementary synthetic oligonucleotides were synthesized, annealed, and labeled with T4 polynucleotide kinase (Boehringer Mannheim GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) by using [γ-32P]ATP (DuPont, NEN). The reaction mixture contained 1 μg of nuclear extract with 1 μg of radiolabeled oligonucleotide (~106 cpm) and was carried out as described previously (2). The DNA-protein complex was resolved at 4°C on a 5% acrylamide/bisacrylamide ratio, 29:1 nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel in TAE buffer (7 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.5], 3 mM sodium acetate, 1 mM EDTA). The gel was then covered with plastic wrap, dried, and exposed overnight to Hyperfilm MP (Amersham, Bucks, United Kingdom) at ~70°C. For competition analyses, an excess of the appropriate unlabeled, dsDNA was added along with the labeled DNA in the binding reaction.

For determination of the DNA major and minor groove binding activities of PPBP, 1 ng of 5′-end-labeled oligonucleotide was preincubated with different concentrations of actinomycin D or distamycin A (Sigma, St. Louis, Mo.) or Hoechst 33258 or methyl green (Polysciences Inc., Warrington, Pa.), for 30 min at room temperature in a 10-μl reaction volume, followed by a 15-min incubation at room temperature with 1 μg of crude insect cell nuclear extract. The protein-DNA complexes obtained were then resolved on a polyacrylamide gel as described above.

For estimation of the half-life of the PPBP-DNA complex, a preformed complex of protein and labeled probe was challenged with excess unlabeled probe and the reactions were loaded onto a running gel over a period ranging from 0 to 60 min, as described earlier (37). The decay of radioactivity in the original complexes was quantitated with a phosphorimage (GS-250 molecular imager; Bio-Rad), and the percent maximal binding was plotted against time.

In vitro transcription assay. In vitro transcription was carried out essentially as described earlier (58), with minor modifications. The transcription reaction was carried out in a 50-μl reaction volume with 1.5 μg of the plasmid construct pVLI2FC5 containing a C-fire cassette (58) as the template and 50 μg of total protein prepared as described by Xu et al. from AcNPV-infected S2 cells (36 h p.i.). The reaction buffer used contained 25 mM Tris (pH 7.9), 60 mM KCl, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 3 mM DTT, 10% glycerol, 10 mM creatine phosphate, 60 mM NaCl, and 0.6 mM each of ATP and UTP, 5 μM GTP, and 20 μg of [γ-32P]GTP (~800 Ci/mmol; DuPont, NEN). The reaction mixture was incubated at 32°C for 30 min. The reaction was stopped by adding 350 μl of stop buffer (50 mM Tris [pH 7.5], 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 5 mM EDTA, 25 μg of RNA per ml) and was extracted twice with phenol and chloroform. RNA was precipitated with 0.15 M sodium acetate and 2 volumes of ethanol and resuspended in 20 μl of loading buffer (80% formamide, 0.01% xylene cyanol, 0.01% bromophenol blue). The transcripts were separated on an 8% polyacrylamide-7 M urea gel, dried, and exposed overnight to Hyperfilm MP (Amersham, Bucks, United Kingdom) at ~70°C. For competition, the experiment, the nuclear extract was preincubated for 15 min with unlabeled polh B domain oligonucleotide.

In vivo luciferase expression assays. Lipofectin-mediated transfection of insect cells was performed as described earlier (49). For the construction of pAlpol-huc, harboring the wild-type polh promoter, an EcoRV-BamHI fragment of the target vector pVL1993 (30) containing the 92-bp polh promoter was cloned into the BamHI site of pAlpol-huc (a derivative of pUC18 carrying the 1,892-bp luc gene ligated at the BamHI site), placing it upstream of the luciferase reporter gene (8). Different promoter constructs were carrying various mutations, as detailed in Table 1, were chemically synthesized and cloned into the HindIII site of pAlpol-huc or, for the respective mutant promoter plasmids. All promoter mutations and reporter orientations were confirmed by dideoxy sequencing (50).

Construction of wild-type and mutant promoter-reporter gene plasmids. All DNA manipulations were carried out according to the method of Sambrook et al. (49). For the construction of pAlpol-huc, harboring the wild-type polh promoter, an EcoRV-BamHI fragment of the target vector pVL1993 (30) containing the 92-bp polh promoter was cloned into the HindIII site of pAlpol-luc (a derivative of pUC18 carrying the 1,892-bp luc gene ligated at the BamHI site), placing it upstream of the luciferase reporter gene (8). Different promoter constructs were carrying various mutations, as detailed in Table 1, were chemically synthesized and cloned into the HindIII site of pAlpol-huc or, for the respective mutant promoter plasmids. All promoter mutations and reporter orientations were confirmed by dideoxy sequencing (50).

TABLE 1. Sequences and respective plasmid constructs of 65-mer oligonucleotides with promoter mutations*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oligonucleotide</th>
<th>Sequence (5′ to 3′)</th>
<th>Construct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pol</td>
<td>AGCTGAACTCTCGCAAATAAA</td>
<td>pAlpol-luc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutHex</td>
<td>AGCTGAACTCTCGCACCGCC</td>
<td>pAlpolHex-luc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutHexOct</td>
<td>AGCTGAACTCTCGCACCCGCTG</td>
<td>pAlpolHexOct-luc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mH4</td>
<td>AGCTGAACTCTCGCACCTGTTT</td>
<td>pAlpolH4-luc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mH4a</td>
<td>AGCTGAACTCTCGCAATACACT</td>
<td>pAlpolH4a-luc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mH4b</td>
<td>AGCTGAACTCTCGCAACCTGTT</td>
<td>pAlpolH4b-luc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mutations are underlined. The lowercase letters represent a HindIII overhang which was used for cloning into pAlpol. The 5′ end of the complementary oligonucleotide has a SalI overhang. pAlpol-huc has the polyhedrin promoter spanning 1 to 92. The TAAG motif is indicated in boldface. Dashes represent flanking sequences.
RESULTS

PPBP binds to the minor groove of DNA. To determine the nature of the interaction between PPBP and the polh promoter sequences, drugs which specifically interact with the major or minor groove of DNA were evaluated for their ability to compete with PPBP for binding. Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were carried out (2) with the B domain (Fig. 1) of the polh promoter in the presence of increasing concentrations of actinomycin D, a minor groove binding drug (6), and methyl green, a major groove binding drug (21). Formation of the PPBP-DNA complex gradually decreased with increasing concentrations of actinomycin D (Fig. 2A, lanes 3 to 8) compared to that in the control, where no actinomycin D was added (Fig. 2A, lane 9). Actinomycin D alone did not have any effect on the migration of free DNA (Fig. 2A, lane 2). Similarly, increasing concentrations of distamycin A and Hoechst 33258, both of which bind to the minor groove of DNA (5), affected the formation of PPBP-B domain complex (Fig. 2B and C, lanes 4 to 10). Incubation of DNA alone with these drugs did not affect the mobility of DNA (Fig. 2B and C, lanes 2). On the other hand, increasing concentrations of methyl green (Fig. 2D; compare lane 3 with lanes 4 to 11) did not affect the formation of PPBP-DNA complex. Methyl green alone had no effect on migration of the free probe (Fig. 2D, lane 2). These results demonstrate that PPBP, like several other known eukaryotic transcription factors, approaches the promoter region through the minor groove of DNA.

Additional factor(s) possibly interacts and stabilizes PPBP-promoter interaction. We investigated the role of an additional factor(s) in PPBP-promoter interaction, as previously evident from studies on copurification (2, 14) and analyses of PPBP-promoter complex from transcription-nonpermissive cells (37, 38). Preformed polh-PPBP complex with nuclear extracts from the transcription-nonpermissive Bm5 cell line was challenged with an excess of cold promoter DNA, the reactions were loaded onto a running gel at periods ranging from 0 to 60 min (Fig. 3), and the dissociation of the original complex was plotted as percent maximal binding versus time by using a phosphorimager. It was apparent that the promoter-PPBP complex with Bm5 cell nuclear extract has a half-life of less than 5 min (Fig. 3A) compared to ~15 min for extract from a permissive cell line, Sf21 (37). Half-life determination of the coding strand-PPBP complex from Bm5 cells gave a value of 15 min (Fig. 3B), which was far less than the 60 min obtained with nuclear extract from the permissive cell line (37). Together these data suggest the importance of an additional factor(s) interacting with PPBP in stabilizing the PPBP-duplex promoter and the PPBP-coding strand complexes in permissive cell lines.

TBP is distinct from PPBP and does not bind the polh promoter. Experiments were designed to determine whether transcription from the polh promoter also directly involves the ubiquitous TBP required for eukaryotic transcription initiation (41, 48). Alternatively, given the apparent similarities between TBP and PPBP (2), we investigated whether the promoter-binding activity of TBP, the crucial step in the nucleation event, has been taken over by PPBP in this system. EMSAs with a consensus TFIID duplex oligonucleotide (5’GCAGAGCATATAAGGTGAAGTTAGGA3’) and purified TBP (Promega) were carried out under gel conditions specific for TFIID binding (see Materials and Methods). As expected, HeLa cell extract (1 μg) and purified TBP (20 ng) could bind to the synthetic 25-mer oligonucleotide containing the TFIID cognate sequence (Fig. 4A, lanes 2 and 4) but not to the polh B domain oligonucleotide containing the PPBP cognate sequence motifs (Fig. 4A, lanes 10 and 12). Conversely, Sf9 cell nuclear extract (1 μg) could bind to the B domain to form a PPBP-specific complex (Fig. 4A, lane 11) and also to the TFIID oligonucleotide to form a different complex (Fig. 4A, lane 3). The mobility of the Sf9 cell nuclear extract-TFIID oligonucleotide complex was similar to those of the HeLa cell nuclear extract-TFIID oligonucleotide complex and the purified TBP-TFIID oligonucleotide complex but was distinct from that of the PPBP-polh B domain complex. Figure 4A, lanes 1 and 9, shows the mobilities of the free TFIID oligonucleotide and polh B domain, respectively, in the absence of any extract. The complexes described above were specific in their binding to the respective domains, as seen in Fig. 4B. The PPBP-B domain complex (Fig. 4B, lane 2) could be specifically competed with a 25-fold excess of unlabeled B domain (Fig. 4B, lane 3) but not with a similar excess of the unlabeled TFIID oligonucleotide (Fig. 4B, lane 4). Similarly, the Sf9 cell nuclear extract-TFIID complex (Fig. 4B, lane 6) could be specifically competed with a 25-fold excess of unlabeled TFIID oligonucleotide (Fig. 4B, lane 8) but not with an equal amount of unlabeled polh promoter B domain (Fig. 4B, lane 7). Under the existing binding conditions, HeLa cell nuclear extract could not bind the polh B domain (Fig. 4B, lane 9) whereas it could interact with the consensus TFIID oligonucleotide to give a DNA-protein complex similar in mobility to that obtained with the consensus TFIID oligonucleotide (Fig. 4B; compare lanes 6 and 10). These results clearly demonstrate the presence of a specific TBP-like activity in Sf9 cell nuclear extract (47) distinct from that of PPBP. Western blot analysis (Fig. 4C) with a rabbit antiserum against the C-terminal domain of hTBP (a kind gift from Robert G. Roeder, Rockefeller University) further confirmed the presence of a TBP-like factor in Sf9 cell nuclear
extract. Anti-TBP antiserum at a dilution of 1:3,000 gave a specific 37-kDa band when crude HeLa cell nuclear extract and commercially available TBP (Promega) were used as positive controls (Fig. 4B, lanes 4 and 3), while the negative control with purified Sp1 (Promega) failed to generate a detectable signal (Fig. 4B, lane 1). A specific 30-kDa band was seen with the Sf9 cell nuclear extract (Fig. 4B, lane 2). A similar blot probed with preimmune rabbit serum did not give any signal (data not shown). Supershifting of the consensus TFIID sequence-purified TBP complex with a 1:500 dilution of anti-TBP antibody (Fig. 4A, lane 8) was not observed, which was expected, since these antibodies are against the C-terminal domain of TBP, which is involved in binding to DNA (43, 44).

Control lanes with only normal rabbit serum without extract (Fig. 4A, lane 5), only anti-TBP antibody (Fig. 4A, lane 6), or both pure TBP and normal rabbit serum (Fig. 4A, lane 7) as expected showed no complex formation. We also did not observe supershifting of the polhB-PPBP complex with this antiserum (data not shown). These results, while demonstrating the presence of distinct TBP-like activity in Sf9 cells, also strongly argue against TBP having a direct role in polh promoter-driven transcription with respect to its ability to directly contact the polh promoter.

PPBP is present in phosphocellulose fractions that support in vitro transcription. The presence of PPBP activity was investigated in the 0.3 and 0.5 M phosphocellulose fractions used.

FIG. 2. PPBP binds through the minor groove of DNA. (A) Formation of polh B domain-PPBP complex is inhibited by actinomycin D. DNA-protein complex obtained with 1 μg of Sf9 cell nuclear extract (lane 9) was incubated with 10 (lane 3), 25 (lane 4), 50 (lane 5), 125 (lane 6), 250 (lane 7), or 500 (lane 8) μM actinomycin D. As controls, labeled polh B domain was incubated either alone (lane 1) or with 500 μM actinomycin D (lane 2). polh B domain spans from –63 to –32 on the p29 promoter, as shown in Fig. 1. (B) Formation of polh B domain-PPBP complex is inhibited by distamycin A. DNA-protein complex obtained with 1 μg of Sf9 cell nuclear extract (lane 3) was incubated with 10 (lane 4), 25 (lane 5), 50 (lane 6), 100 (lane 7), 200 (lane 8), 500 (lane 9), or 1,000 (lane 10) μM distamycin A. As controls, labeled polh B domain was incubated either alone (lane 1) or with 1,000 μM distamycin A (lane 2). (C) Formation of polh B domain-PPBP complex is inhibited by Hoechst 33258 dye. DNA-protein complex obtained with 1 μg of Sf9 cell nuclear extract (lane 3) was incubated with 10 (lane 4), 25 (lane 5), 50 (lane 6), 100 (lane 7), 200 (lane 8), 500 (lane 9), or 1,000 (lane 10) μM Hoechst 33258. As controls, labeled polh B domain was incubated either alone (lane 1) or with 1,000 μM Hoechst 33258 (lane 2). (D) The polh B domain-PPBP complex is unaffected by increasing concentrations of methyl green. Labeled polh B domain was incubated either alone (lane 1), with 5 mM methyl green (lane 2), or with 1 μg of Sf9 cell nuclear extract (lanes 3 to 11). The DNA-protein complex obtained (lane 3) was incubated with 25 (lane 4), 50 (lane 5), 125 (lane 6), 250 (lane 7), 500 (lane 8), 1.25 (lane 9), 2.5 (lane 10), or 5 (lane 11) mM methyl green.
in the in vitro transcription system reported for AcNPV late and very late genes (58). By using EMSAs, PPBP was detected in 0.3 and 0.5 M KCl fractions (Fig. 5, lanes 3 and 4), which were shown earlier to support in vitro transcription, but not in the 0.75 and 1.0 M KCl eluates (Fig. 5, lanes 5 and 6), which did not support in vitro transcription of a C-free cassette driven by the polh promoter (58). The physical presence of PPBP in both of the transcription-permissive fractions and its absence

FIG. 3. Half-life of PPBP-polh B domain complex in Bm5 cell line. (A) DNA-protein complex from Bm5 has a shorter half-life. Preformed polh B-PPBP (Bm5) complex was challenged with an excess of cold polh B domain at the times (in minutes) indicated above each lane (inset). The dissociation of the original complex was plotted as percent maximal binding versus time. (B) The polh coding strand-PPBP complex from Bm5 has a shorter half-life. Preformed polh B coding strand-PPBP (Bm5) complex was challenged with an excess of cold coding strand DNA. Reactions were loaded onto a running gel at various time points (in minutes) indicated above each lane (inset). The dissociation of the original complex was plotted as percent maximal binding versus time.

FIG. 4. PPBP is different from TBP. (A) Labeled TFIIID consensus oligonucleotide (lanes 1 to 8) and polh B domain (lanes 9 to 12) were used in gel mobility shift assays either alone (lanes 1 and 9), with 1 μg of HeLa cell nuclear extract (lanes 2 and 10), with 20 ng of purified TBP (Promega) (lanes 4, 7, 8, and 12), or with 1 μg of S9 cell nuclear extract (lanes 3 and 11). For the supershift assay TFIIID oligonucleotide was incubated either with a 1:500 dilution of normal rabbit serum (NRS) (lane 5) or a 1:500 dilution of anti-TBP serum (lane 6), with normal rabbit serum and 20 ng of purified TBP (lane 7), or with anti-TBP serum and 20 ng of purified TBP (lane 8). (B) Gel retardation assays were carried out with either labeled polh B domain (lanes 1 to 4 and 9) or TFIIID consensus oligonucleotide (lanes 5 to 8 and 10). The labeled polh B domain was incubated either alone (lane 1), with 1 μg of S9 cell nuclear extract (lanes 2 to 4), or with 1 μg of HeLa cell nuclear extract (lane 9). The DNA-protein complex obtained (lane 2) was competed with 25 ng of unlabeled polh B domain (lane 3) or with 25 ng of unlabeled TFIIID domain (lane 4). The labeled TFIIID oligonucleotide was incubated either alone (lane 5), with 1 μg of S9 cell nuclear extract (lanes 6 to 8), or with 1 μg of HeLa cell nuclear extract (lane 10). The TFIIID-S9 complex obtained (lane 6) was competed with 25 ng of unlabeled polh B domain (lane 7) or with 25 ng of unlabeled TFIIID domain (lane 8). (C) Western blot analysis. Lane 1, 60 ng of purified human Sp1 protein as a negative control; lane 2, 100 μg of S9 cell nuclear extract; lanes 3 and 4, 60 ng of purified TBP and 100 μg of HeLa cell nuclear extract, respectively, as positive controls. The blot was probed with a 1:3,000 dilution of anti-hTBP antibody. Protein molecular mass markers are shown on the right.
from the phosphocellulose fractions which failed to support in vitro transcription from AcNPV late promoters are further pointers to the possible involvement of PPBP in transcription from the baculovirus late and very late gene promoters.

**PPBP is directly involved in in vitro transcription from the polh promoter.** To demonstrate that PPBP is involved in transcription from the polh promoter, an in vitro transcription assay with S9 cell nuclear extracts prepared 36 h p.i. was carried out. A specific transcript corresponding to the C-free cassette (a kind gift from Linda A. Guarino, Texas A&M University) was produced from an AcNPV-infected extract (Fig. 6, lane 2). The same transcript was not generated when transcription was carried out in the absence of template (Fig. 6, lane 1). Transcription was significantly reduced (Fig. 6, lane 3) when PPBP was specifically sequestered out, in the presence of an excess of unlabeled oligonucleotide containing PPBP-binding motifs, and was thus not available for binding to the polh promoter driving transcription of the C-free cassette. Transcription was restored when this reaction mixture was replenished with infected nuclear extract containing PPBP (Fig. 6, lane 4). An enhanced regained of transcriptional activity above normal, upon replenishment, is probably due to an increase in the concentration of other factors in the extract that promote reinitiation. The amount of unlabeled B domain required to completely deplete PPBP from the crude extract was determined in a parallel EMSA (data not shown). These results unequivocally demonstrate that PPBP is not only present in in vitro transcription-permissive extracts but is recruited during the basal transcription assembly process.

**PPBP-polh promoter interaction is required for transcription in vivo.** To provide evidence for the functional significance of PPBP vis-a-vis transcription from the polyhedrin promoter, in vivo competition of PPBP binding in transient expression assays was performed (Fig. 7A). The construct pKNluc, which carries the luc gene under the polh gene promoter together with the promoter-flanking sequences encompassing the EcoRI I fragment of AcNPV, was used as the reporter plasmid. Interaction of PPBP with the polh sequence in pKNluc was competed for by cotransfection of different amounts of the construct pAJpol, which carries only the 92-bp polh promoter. The total transfected plasmid was normalized to 20 μg with pUC18, with 10 μg of pKNluc used in all cotransfections. There was about 50% reduction in luciferase activity assayed 60 h p.i. when 2.5 μg of the competitor plasmid was added. A minor reduction beyond this decline in luciferase activity was observed even when 5 and 10 μg of the competing plasmid were used. Interestingly, there was also a minor but consistent reduction in luciferase expression when only pUC18 was used as a competitor. Analysis of the pUC18 sequence revealed the presence of two AATA AA motifs in the vector backbone that are identical to the sequences binding PPBP within the polh promoter. These sequences may therefore act as weak competitors of PPBP binding by pUC18 in vivo, accounting for the reduction in luc expression. Sequestering of PPBP from the polh promoter, therefore, causes a reduction in reporter gene expression, suggesting a function for this host protein in polh promoter-driven transcription.

In a parallel experiment (Fig. 7B), in vivo competition of PPBP binding was carried out in transient expression assays in the presence of α-amanitin. Late and very late gene transcription in AcNPV is dependent upon an α-amanitin-insensitive virus-encoded or virus-modified RNA polymerase. S9 cells were first infected with AcNPV and 36 h later were cotransfected with the reporter and competitor plasmids as well as pUC18. Medium containing α-amanitin (1 μg/ml) was added to the wells 8 h posttransfection, and the cells were assayed for luciferase activity 24 h after the addition of α-amanitin. As expected for very late AcNPV gene transcription, there was no difference in the results obtained in the presence or absence of α-amanitin.

**Mutations in the PPBP cognate sequence motifs within the polh promoter abolish expression from the polyhedrin promoter in vivo.** To demonstrate that binding of PPBP to its cognate sequences, essentially the octa- and hexamotifs within the initiator promoter, is critical for transcription in vivo, three sets of 65-mer complementary oligonucleotides with appropriate restriction sites spanning the polyhedrin promoter (−5 to −65) were designed (Table 1). These oligonucleotides represented either the wild-type polyhedrin promoter or mutated PPBP cognate motifs where the hexamotif (CCGCCC in place of AA TAAA) and/or the octamotif (CCGTTCGG in place of TAAA GTATT) was altered. In vitro binding analyses of these 65-mer oligonucleotides on a gel mobility shift assay failed to generate PPBP-promoter complex for the mutant derivatives of the promoter (data not shown), as reporter earlier (2). These oligonucleotides were then cloned into pAluc, a pUC18-based plasmid carrying a promoterless luc gene, so as to drive the transcription of the luc reporter gene. The identities of these promoter constructs were confirmed by dieoxy sequencing (Fig. 8A).

Transient expression assays of the luciferase reporter gene were carried out with the recombinant promoter fusion constructs of the competing plasmid were used. There was about 50% reduction in luciferase activity assayed 60 h p.i. when 2.5 μg of the competitor plasmid was added. A minor reduction beyond this decline in luciferase activity was observed even when 5 and 10 μg of the competing plasmid were used. Interestingly, there was also a minor but consistent reduction in luciferase expression when only pUC18 was used as a competitor. Analysis of...
structures. Mutation of the PPBP-binding motifs resulted in near-zero (Fig. 8B) luciferase expression compared to that of the unmutated wild-type polyhedrin promoter construct. Luciferase expression above the cutoff limit was undetectable for both the hexamotif-octamotif mutant construct (comprising the transcription start point) and the hexamotif (alone) mutant construct. This knock-out data directly demonstrates that in a situation where binding of PPBP is eliminated due to the absence of cognate sequence motifs, in vivo expression of a reporter gene from the polyh promoter is also abolished.

**Mutations of individual bases within the AATAAA motif abolish reporter gene expression from the polyhedrin promoter in vivo.** Having demonstrated the importance of the hexamotif alone in vivo transcription, we investigated mutation of this sequence and its corresponding effect on transcription. Sequence alignment of the polyhedrin promoter and another very late promoter, p10, revealed that the hexamotifs in the two promoters share four bases (TAAA), at positions −52 to −55 and −72 to −75 in the polyhedrin and p10 promoters (16), respectively. Since both promoters can bind PPBP and the PPBP-p10 duplex promoter interaction also involves the hexamotif (16), it is conceivable that these last four bases alone may be involved. Four sets of complementary oligonucleotides spanning the polyhedrin promoter from −5 to −65, with appropriate restriction sites to facilitate cloning, were synthesized. Within these oligonucleotides the hexamotif AATAAA was mutated to either AAGAAA, AATCAA, AATACA, or AATAAC (mutations are underlined) to give rise to mH3T, mH4A, mH5A, and mH6A constructs, respectively. From in vitro binding analyses of these 65-mer oligonucleotides it was apparent that none of the mutations give rise to a DNA-protein complex similar in mobility to the PPBP complex but instead give complexes differing in intensity and/or mobility (data not shown), although the same amounts of nuclear extract and equal amounts of labeled oligonucleotides were used. These oligonucleotides were then cloned into the promoterless luciferase vector, pAlJuc, to drive the expression of the luc reporter gene. Mutations were confirmed by dideoxy sequencing (Fig. 9A). These mutated plasmid reporter constructs were used as before for transient expression assays, and luc expression levels were compared with respect to the original unmutated construct, pAlJpol-luc. A drastic reduction in luciferase expression was observed with all of the mutations (Fig. 9B).

These results demonstrate the importance of the individual nucleotides within the hexanucleotide motif in terms of both complex formation in vitro and expression of the reporter gene in vivo.

**DISCUSSION**

Many cellular genes do not contain a canonical TATA box-like sequence and are far simpler in their organization. Several initiator-containing promoters (51), which probably represent the simplest promoters known so far and which are sufficient for accurate basal transcription both in vitro and in vivo, have now been identified (3, 60). A core tetranucleotide motif, CAGT, has been located at the RNA start site of the transcriptional initiator element (4). Functional analyses of 80 random and mutant initiator (i.e., AATAAA) (45), which is involved in its transcription and also resembles the proposed consensus for anarthropod transcriptional initiator elements (4). The 18-bp sequence surrounding the baculovirus polyhedrin gene transcription initiation point, comprised of the hexanucleotide (AATAAA) and octanucleotide (TAAGTATT) motifs, represents an initiator-like sequence and also has considerable homology with the initiator consensus sequence.

We reported earlier the identification of a host factor, PPBP, from Sf9 insect cells which displayed unusual characteristics with respect to affinity, specificity, and cognate sequence requirements (2). PPBP binding was abolished upon dephosphorylation, and it showed sequence-specific ssDNA-binding activity restricted to the coding strand. The half-life of the PPBP-coding strand interaction was higher than that of the PPBP-duplex promoter interaction (37, 38). The enhanced stability of PPBP-polh interaction induced by an additional factor(s) in a transcription-permissive cell line, as opposed to that in the nonpermissive Bm5 cell line reported in this study, is similar to the role played by a number of transcription activators in stabilizing TFIIID-promoter complexes (22, 54). Furthermore, affinity purification of PPBP yielded a comigrating protein of ~30 kDa on a silver-stained gel (2, 14). It is possible that PPBP is an initiator-binding protein which, like TBP (25) and other transcription factors, such as human cytomegalovirus IE2 protein (24), HMG-1Y protein (52), etc., contacts DNA through
the minor groove. PPBP therefore represents a rare example of an initiator-binding protein with such a high salt tolerance and dual binding activities (2, 37).

Our results showing that 0.3 and 0.5 M KCl fractions supporting late and very late gene transcription in vitro (58) also have PPBP activity point to the central role of PPBP in polh transcription. In vitro transcription of the C-free RNA reporter cassette was affected when PPBP was sequestered and unavailable for binding to the polh promoter. However, transcription was immediately restored upon the addition of extract containing PPBP, thus categorically demonstrating that the host factor PPBP is not merely involved in polh transcription but is absolutely necessary. In in vivo binding site knock-out experiments, where PPBP binding was abrogated, luciferase reporter gene expression driven from the polh promoter was not detected. The in vivo mopping (13) of PPBP by plasmids carrying PPBP-binding sites and the consequent downregulation of polh promoter-driven luc expression further document the necessity of PPBP-polh promoter interaction in transcription from this promoter. However, it is interesting to note that in the absence of either the initiator sequence or PPBP, transcription from the polh promoter still proceeds, albeit at a reduced level.

In a simplistic model implicating PPBP in polyhedrin transcription, this host factor, after scanning the promoter, binds to the initiator element. It then recruits other factors, perhaps via the TBP and/or virus-specific factors (LEFs?), and then switches over to a ssDNA-binding regime, keeping the coding strand in place for repeated rounds of transcription. The observed half-lives of 15 and 60 min of PPBP duplex promoter and ssDNA-binding activity, respectively, support this scenario. The observation of a putative helicase activity and DNA-dependent ATPase activity in partially purified PPBP (data not shown) makes possible the unwinding of DNA required between the ds- and ssDNA-binding events without PPBP moving away from the DNA. The promoter-binding role of TBP, although present in these cells, has apparently been taken over by PPBP, which makes direct contact with the promoter. In the absence of the initiator motif and consequently of the initiator-binding protein PPBP, an Sp-like factor(s) which is also present in these cells (17) may help in recruiting TBP functionally at the start site, thus allowing basal levels of transcription. This provides a possible explanation for the low level of transcription noted during in vitro and in vivo transcription.

FIG. 8. Mutations within the hexa- and octamotifs recognized by PPBP abolish polyhedrin promoter activity. (A) Constructs carrying the unmutated and mutated polyhedrin promoters are depicted. The sequencing gels showing the mutations are on the left. (B) Transient luciferase expression measured 60 h p.i. in a luminometer. Equal amounts of plasmid DNA constructs were transfected into the insect cells.

FIG. 9. Individual bases within the hexamotif regulate polyhedrin promoter activity. (A) Plasmid constructs with point mutations within the polyhedrin promoter are shown. The sequencing gels showing the mutations are shown on the left. (B) Transient luciferase expression measured 60 h p.i. in a luminometer. Equal amounts of plasmid DNA constructs were transfected into the insect cells.
mopping assays (Fig. 6 and 7). These results fit well with a proposed model (31) for transcription initiation from initiator-containing promoters through an initiator-binding protein, thereby making PPBP an important component of the transcription initiation complex.

Subtractive hybridization or marker rescue experiments have identified a number of *lef* and *vlf* gene products encoded by the viral genome (26, 34, 55). These genes may be directly or indirectly involved in polyhedrin promoter activation and must function in conjunction with cellular factors. Direct interaction and involvement in transcription from late and very late promoters so far has not been demonstrated for any of these factors. A 38-kDa host factor (13) which is required for the enhancer function of the recently reported hr1 enhancer element (12) is the other example of a host factor modulating *polh* gene expression. A *Trichoplusia ni* host cell-specific factor, hcf1, has been reported to be involved in differential gene expression from late gene promoters in two different cell lines (28). PPBP, therefore, constitutes the only host factor that binds to transcriptionally important motifs within the baculovirus very late polyhedrin and *p10* gene promoters (16) and is the likely candidate to be involved in cross-talk with other accessory transcription factors, including the *lef* gene products. The identity of these factors and the nature of their cross-talk with PPBP remain important questions.

The fact that the virus recruits a host factor for transcribing one of the most important viral genes then raises the fundamental question of the function of PPBP per se within the insect cell. The fact that the TAAG motif of the *polh* promoter has possibly originated from the host genome (9) explains why this motif is recognized by host PPBP. The PPBP-binding motif AATAAA within the *polh* initiator promoter, though identical to the polyadenylation signal (56), is clearly not such a signal in the context of the polyhedrin-flanking open reading frames (1) in the viral genome. AATAAA motifs are also spread throughout the AcNPV sequence (57) but do not act as transcription start sites unless they are in the neighborhood of the transcription start point, as in the case of the *polh* promoter. The eukaryotic cleavage-polyadenylation consists of four polypeptides, one of which is ~30 kDa in molecular mass, which previously escaped detection (19). It is tempting to suggest that PPBP may belong to the polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF) complex. Direct linkage between mRNA processing and transcription via the CTD of RNA polymerase II has been established (33, 53), including the recruitment by TFII D of one of the factors of the CPSF complex to the preinitiation complex (7). While we are in the process of documenting the natural role of the host factor PPBP, our results provide a novel insight into host-parasite interaction (15) at the transcription level during viral pathogenesis (35, 42).
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